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The Wombat Living is a cool activity 
chair for both toddler, pre-school, school 
children, teens and transition to young 
adults. The fresh look with modern 
colours makes it suitable for use in any 
indoor environment. Available in 3 sizes.

210 - 420 mm 180 - 500 mm 280 - 500 mm max. 70 kg

FABRIC

Built-in growth
Wombat Living offers stepless adjustment for growth. Move the 
backrest forward or backward and adjust the hip supports to fi t any 
user size. The hip supports also angle to support the user’s hips 
and thighs

Angle adjustable 
push brace

Tilt in space
The seat unit tilts from -20° to 15° to accommodate 
both relaxed and active sitting postures

Small details - big difference
The cushions are made from thick comfortable foam with 
breathable covers. Small details like cushion shapes that protect 
the user’s knees and extra durable edges, make a big difference 
in everyday use

FRAME
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Head supports
9913092-83

Knee abduction pommel
95230-10

Arm rests
95112, 95113, 95114, 95115

Back wedge
955030-1, 955030-2, 955030-3

Tray, smoke- coloured
95125, 95126

Side supports, fi xed
95121

Hip-belt
89661-4P

Hip supports
95110, 95111

Pommel
95130-x

Accessories

Silas & Benjamin
“do our homework or go to the canteen...”
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Achieve new heights
The Wombat Living seat height can be adjusted from 36 cm to 70 
cm above the fl oor. The height adjustable frame eases standing 
transfers into the chair and helps ensure that unnecessary and 
repetitive lifting is avoided

Power kit
95550

Anti-tip device
95953

Incontinence seat cover
95562x-282

Lower back extension
95140-60

Pelvis support without
sides 
95140-xx

Pelvis support with sides
95140-xx
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